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Abstract
We are investigating and applying a semantically enhanced query answering
machine for the needs of addressing semantically meaningful data and opera-
tions within a scientific information system. We illustrate a context based
querying paradigm on the basis of a Regional Avalanche Information and Fore-
casting System - RAIFoS which is concerned with the collection and analysis
of snow and weather related physical parameters in the Swiss Alps. The query-
ing paradigm relies upon the issue of interactively constructing a semantically
valid query rather than formulating one in a database specific query language
and for a particular implementation model. In order to achieve this goal, the
query answering machine has to make inferences concerning the properties and
value domains, as well as data analysis operations, which are semantically valid
within particular contexts. These inferences take place when the intended query
is being constructed interactively on a Web-based blackboard. A graph-based dis-
play presentation formalism is used with elements including natural language
terms, measurement units, statistical quantifiers and/or specific value domains.
A meta-data database is used to organise and provide the elements of the graph
each time the graph, and consequently the intended query, is expanded or fur-
ther refined. Finally, the displayed graph is transformed into elements of the
implementation model from which, in turn, SQL statements and/or sequences
of statistical operations are created.
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1 Introduction
Posing queries to database systems presupposes a full understanding of a particular
implementation model, for example, a relational schema, in terms of structures and
data values. Moreover, one needs to learn the syntax of a database specific query
language in order to formulate a syntactically correct query. In the case of scientific
data systems, the situation is often exacerbated due to the large size of the database
schemas and the extensive use of schema and value encodings. This, in turn, has a
major impact on the query results which become a subject of investigation by data
analysis operations. Addressing the semantically appropriate data for further process-
ing such as data analysis and visualisation, presupposes an adequate interpretation
of the underlying data schema(s) and values.
For this reason, it is necessary to provide an abstract description of the contents
of a database, or databases, which enables users to construct meaningful queries
without requiring knowledge about the implementation model. The term meta-data
has been used extensively in the literature to refer to metacircular descriptions of
implementation models, for example, tables describing tables in relational databases,
classes or collections describing other classes or collections in object-oriented ones,
etc. On the other hand, the term meta-data has been closely related to the terms
knowledge base [12, 14, 3, 4] and ontologies [25, 24, 9, 7, 2, 15] in describing
application domains, especially when more than one data source is concerned.
However, even when posing queries at a meta-data level [10, 8, 16, 23, 26, 1], there si
typically no support for the interpretation of values and/or data analysis operations.
Moreover, the user still needs to be familiar with the underlying query language
syntax. Database query languages, in general, have not focussed on the integration
of syntax and semantics. It turns out that semantically incorrect queries may be
executed and this, in turn, can have a major impact on overall system performance,
especially when large amounts of data are involved.
On the other hand, a navigational style of traversing classification hierarchies standing
for descriptions of database contents does not provide the full expressiveness of a
query language based on a set manipulation algebra. This approach has a rather
descriptive character but cannot be used as a query language itself, where operations
and/or complex properties are considered.
Therefore, we departed from the conventional querying paradigms and moved into a
context based querying paradigm which relies on a semantically enhanced querying
answering machine. It resembles a finite state automaton, the interpreter of which,
helps in interactively constructing an intended query in terms of a semantic network.
Query construction is considered as a movement through semantically consistent
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information states by activating particular nodes of a graph as presented on a Web-
based blackboard. Nodes are the terms of the query language and links the underlying
syntax. The terms are natural language based interpretations of constructs of a
database schema, such as relations, classes and both one- and multi-dimensional
attributes, as well as measurement units, statistical quantifiers and context based
specific values domains.
The intended query is expressed in terms of a graph based formalism and, therefore,
it is easy to be made equivalent to, for example, a relational calculus based formal-
ism. Since the interpreter uses the interpretation of the underlying database schema
and data values in terms of meta-data to infer next states, only syntactically cor-
rect queries are considered which are also semantically meaningful for data analysis
purposes.
2 Background
The R egional Avalanche Information and Forecasting System - RAIFoS - is being
developed to meet the requirements of querying snow and weather related measure-
ment data as collected by various measurement stations in the Swiss Alps. Measure-
ment stations belong to different measurement networks and refer to geo-locations.
Furthermore, 50-60 different physical parameters or variables are being measured
which are assigned particular measurement units. All data are stored in operational
databases built upon relational engines and/or file systems. For storage efficiency
purposes, most of the non-numerical data have been encoded, for example, the re-
gions of Switzerland are assigned numerical codes.
In order to analyse and/or visualise data, scientific users are currently required to
pose queries in terms of a data model, schema and value encodings which may be
unfamiliar. Moreover, they need to learn the syntax of a database specific query
language, usually SQL. Thus, it turns out that the requirements for operating on
data in a semantically correct way involve
• learning the query language syntax
• understanding the underlying data schema in terms of interpretations of rela-
tions, classes, collections, associations holding among them, and attributes
• interpretation of value encodings as well as measurement units in which domain
values are expressed
Research goal: In order to cope with these requirements, we elaborated a seman-
tically enriched query answering machine for addressing scientific data. Instead of
trying to formulate a query in a particular database query language with interpreta-
tions based on assumptions, the query answering machine should be able to help in
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the metadata-driven query interface
constructing a semantically valid query. This should be done by a querying interface
such that the construction of queries becomes a matter of navigation through informa-
tion states. In other words, addressing a particular set of data values to be analysed
is enabled through interaction with a meta-data server which represents knowledge
about the data schema and values in terms of mappings between data model con-
structs and value encodings, and elements of the querying interface as presented to
the end-user.
Figure 1 depicts a snapshot of the elaborated querying interface. It relies on a graph-
based representation formalism. The end-user can start with an initial keyword or
concept to be considered for the intended query. This is represented by a node on the
blackboard. Links to related concepts and/or properties can be built up dynamically
when a particular node is activated by clicking on that node. Nodes are mostly
labelled with natural language terms. Further elements to appear on the blackboard
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as part of the constructed graph are specific value domains and measurement
units to be considered in conjunction with particular properties.
Importantly, the system should infer the new nodes which are semantically associated
with the activated ones in terms of a given context. In other words, an inference
mechanism should check out the current context as presented in terms of nodes and
links on the blackboard and infer the new state into which one can move.
For example, Measurement (time series) data is considered as a central concept
to be addressed. By activating this node, links will be established to all semantically
associated concepts and/or properties which can be queried in conjunction with this
concept. Measurement stations is such a concept indicating the fact that mea-
surement data has been delivered by particular measurement stations. Further links
can be established to categories of measurement data such as observer’s data. By
activating this node, links are drawn only to those properties (physical parameters)
which are expected to be measured by observers. This, in turn, leads to nodes stand-
ing for specific value domains, for example,[0-300] for the height of fresh snow.
Furthermore, they must be expressed in specific measurement units, for example, cm.
Note that links to particular properties and/or specific value domains vary accord-
ing to a given context which for physical experiments is mostly given by space-time
structures.
When the constructed graph is in a final state, the user can activate the query gen-
eration process, which transforms the selected graph into the database specific query
language, or can trigger a data analysis operation. For example, 1 depicts a screen-
shot of the metadata-driven query interface with a generated SQL query. Note that
particular value intervals can be specified as input, the range of which should ly be-
tween the boundaries as given by [0 − 300]cm value interval. It is also possible to
address more than one properties in the same graph.
3 Research methodology
In order to achieve the goal of addressing data and operations in a meaningful way, we
elaborated and partially implemented a Semantically Enhanced Query Answering
Machine (SEQAM), the main components of which are depicted in figure 2.
Information States Blackboard: As illustrated in figure 1, the information states
blackboard is the querying interface of the system. It consists of two parts: one deal-
ing with the graph construction and the other dealing with the results presentation -
we will return to this part in the last paragraph of this section. Since we are interested
in providing such a querying interface over the Internet, a Java based implementation
of these components has been realised using the AWT library as provided by JDK-
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Figure 2: Architecture of the semantically enhanced query answering machine
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As a starting point, an initial word expressing the central element, over which a query
is going to be constructed, is selected or typed in and presented as an initial node
on the blackboard. Subsequently, activating nodes by clicking on them will cause all
semantically linked elements to be displayed as neighbouring nodes. Through this
interaction, the user is guided to the construction of a query rather than trying to
formulate it directly. This happens with respect to syntax and semantics as related to
an underlying implementation model. The final state resembles a query expressed by
nodes and links of a graph, where nodes stand for the elements of an input alphabet
and links for the syntax of the grammar. The interactive construction of the graph
relies on an interpreter which is formally presented in the next paragraph.
Access to the remaining components of SEQAM takes place either over specific OMS
database communication protocols such as JDBC-OMS [6] and Internet-OMS [5], or
by using the native API of Prolog to be called from Java. The latter is considered as
the most effective and elegant solution, since the implementation of the interpreter
for the information states automaton and the generator of database specific queries
are strongly oriented towards symbol manipulation and, therefore, Prolog is the most
elegant platform for their implementation.
Interpreter for Information States Automaton: Since query construction be-
comes a matter of moving through information states, we rely on an interpreter for
an information states automaton, the specification of which resembles those of non-
deterministic finite automata (NDFA). Finite automata, as a mathematical model of
a system with discrete inputs and outputs, describe the system in terms of a finite
number of internal configurations or ”states”. Each state summarises the information
concerning past inputs which are needed in order to determine the behaviour of the
system on subsequent inputs. In computer science, the theory of finite automata has
been used for the design of text editors or lexical analyzers as finite state systems.
The central issue is the control of acceptance of subsets of symbols belonging to a
given alphabet [17, 18, 19, 11].
In particular, the NDFA for information states is defined as a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, I, F ),
where
1. Q is a finite set of states,
2. Σ is a finite input alphabet,
3. δ is the mapping from Q× Σ to Q,
4. I is the initial state,
5. F ⊆ Q, is the set of final states.
If δ is a function, then the finite automaton is deterministic. Σ, the input alphabet,
is specified as the collection of meta-data language terms, a subset of which might
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constitute an intended query. The elements of the alphabet are equivalent to the
nodes of the graph as presented on the information states blackboard.
The alphabet Σ of meta-data terms is mainly categorized into: a) the subset of nat-
ural language terms standing for, not only the description of data model constructs
such as relations, classes, relationships or attributes, but also the data values cor-
responding to value encodings; b) measurement units; c) statistical quantifiers; d)
specific value domains such as particular interval or categorical values which might
describe arithmetic intervals, for example, the values low, high, medium etc. describ-
ing particular arithmetic intervals for a given parameter.
Each time a node is activated on the information states blackboard, a new element
of Σ is actually selected. The interpreter checks out the new information state into
which the user could move by applying the mapping δ. The definition of the mapping
δ is such that only semantically meaningful new states are considered within a given
context. Therefore, the interpreter is always aware of the given context.
For example, a particular property might not come into question for a particular
context, or, a specific value domain should be addressed only within a specific context.
In RAIFoS, this enables us to deal with semantic dependencies such as the fact that
only specific Alp regions should be considered in an intended query, if a particular
network of measurement stations is being addressed. This, in turn, has a major
impact on the restrictions to be taken into account within the conditional part of a
query statement and may lead to significantly focussed results.
The initial state I is a meta-data term - an initial node on the blackboard - which
might also be considered as the entry point for further investigation of information
states. Hence, we try to construct a semantically coherent query with the
help of the interpreter rather than formulating a query.
The final state F is actually the intended query to be posed.
Meta-data Database: The purpose of the meta-data database is twofold:
a) To provide a representation platform for structuring and managing the meta-data
language terms as elements of the input alphabet Σ in such a way that new states can
be inferred, i.e. the mapping δ can be applied. Additionally, semantically meaningful
operations can also be inferred. We will refer to this part of the meta-data database
as domain of interest.
b) To provide a representation platform for mappings holding between Σ and elements
of the implementation model(s) for the database specific language generator (see also
figure 2). We refer to this part of the meta-data database as implementation symbols.
Both collections of elements will be referred to together as meta-data terms.
In order to achieve these goals, the representation platform should rely on an object-
oriented paradigm with database management facilities for the structure and manip-
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ulation of meta-data terms. In particular, the representation technique should enable
the elements of Σ to be structured in such a way that contexts can be expressed as
well as associations holding among the elements of Σ. The latter indicate the syntax
of the potential meta-data queries, i.e. the form of the constructed graph. Hence, the
grammar of the meta-data language is captured by binary associations holding
among the elements of Σ.
It turns out that inferences of new states are based on, not only the syntax of the al-
phabet, but also on the semantics as expressed by context structures which introduce
a depth into the syntax. In order to express contexts, object identifiers are crucial.
The same term of Σ might be associated to different neighbouring terms due to the
given situation or context. For example, the term temperature is associated to
the terms for the value domains [-50..50] and [-50..10] depending on the given context,
namely, association to the terms air and snow, respectively.
Introducing depth into the syntax means that rich classification structures must also
be available. It helps in coping with further semantic issues which are crucial for the
operation inferences and/or the generation of database specific languages. Opera-
tion inferences rely on the fact that particular operations addressing one- or multi-
dimensional properties make sense only in consideration of their classification due
to the value contents. For example, an average function makes sense only if it
refers to a property the values of which, although numerical, are not interpreted as
encodings of the gender. Similarly, plotting operations for data analysis purposes
depend on the interpretation of the value contents as categorical or numerical [13],
as expressed by the corresponding classification of the property(ies).
Further classification structures of the domain of interest indicate the issue of trans-
forming the constructed graph into a database specific language in terms of the imple-
mentation symbols. It has been proven that graph-based formalisms for languages are
equivalent to other formalisms such as logic-based or λ-calculus, upon which most
conventional query languages rely. However, finding the adequate SQL-statement,
for example, requires going through the mappings between elements of domain of
interest and implementation symbols as well as inferences made on the basis of their
classifications. Therefore, elements of the domain of interest and, consequently, el-
ements of the input alphabet Σ are mainly classified as Concepts, Properties or
Specific Value Domains, in order to provide a most general term for relations,
classes, attributes, fields and value types. This is particularly useful when more than
one implementation model is considered.
It turns out that the syntax of the semantically enhanced meta-data language should
be expressed by a multi-layered directed cyclic graph. This formalism under-
lies the inferences made by the interpreter of the information states automaton as
well as the generator of database specific query languages (see figure 2).
However, manipulation of meta-data terms is cumbersome without an adequate repre-
sentation and management mechanism. Such manipulations may arise when elements
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of the input alphabet Σ are restructured by changing contexts and/or ”depth”, or
enhancing of the meta-data alphabet. Further, elements for implementation symbols
must be reconstructed when changing or adding implementation models.
For this purpose, we rely on OMS as an object-oriented database system to provide
all constructs and functionality required for representing and managing multi-layered
graph-based formalisms. The system relies on the OM model which addresses the
issues of collections of objects and directed binary associations as well as classification
structures for both objects and binary associations [22, 21, 20].
Database specific language generator: Assuming that measurement data re-
side on relational sites, the constructed graph has to be transformed into an SQL
equivalent statement. At the current stage of development, AND-connected SQL
statements, possibly with natural joins, are generated. We claim that the generated
SQL statement is semantically meaningful in terms of the further processing of the
delivered results since only semantically coherent graphs and operations are allowed
by the interpreter of the information states automaton.
The transformation algorithm relies mainly on the classification of the elements of
the input alphabet Σ as concepts, properties and specific value domains, to-
gether with their mappings to the elements of the set of implementation symbols,
in order to fill in the SELECT-FROM-WHERE pattern. However, further considera-
tions of the implementation model are taken into account concerning physical storage
optimization aspects as well as meta-data tables referring to the underlying model
specifications such as primary and foreign keys, attribute types, etc.
The following example concerns the generation of the SQL query
SELECT THS0, THS1, THS2, THS3, THS4
from ENET1H E
where stao abk = ”DVS”
from the constructed graph depicted in figure 3.
The linear representation of this graph corresponds to the following syntax:
snow → sensored temperatures
measurement network → automatic measurement station
automatic measurement station → 1− hour frequency
snow → Alps region
Alps region → Davos region
Davos region → Davos
where snow, sensored temperatures, automatic measurement network, Davos,
etc. are all elements of the input alphabet Σ. These elements are accepted by
the interpreter for the information states automaton when starting with the initial


















Figure 3: Graph based representation of the intended query
Note that attributes THS0, THS1, THS2, THS3, THS4 refer to temperature data
measured at various snow levels above ground surface. They are automatically placed
within the SELECT-FROM-WHERE pattern, since the selected element of the meta-
data language is sensored temperatures, a term which covers all of these cases.
Similarly, we can make use of more abstract terms which refer to multi-dimensional
properties including space-time structures.
The transformation algorithm becomes more complicated when more than one im-
plementation model must be considered. This happens to be the case when more
than one data source is addressed. Since this issue is not the focus of this paper, we
will not refer to these problems in detail.
Data evaluation: We refer to this part of SEQAM as the component responsible
for the execution of the selected data analysis operation in conjunction with the in-
tended query as expressed in terms of the constructed graph on the blackboard. These
operations might be any kind of data analysis and/or plotting functions which con-
tribute to the understanding of behaviour of data. They are provided by data analysis
software packages such as S − P lusTM1 and/or customized analysis algorithms. The
results of these operations should appear on the information states blackboard.
1S-Plus is a trademark of MathSoft Inc.
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Due to the seamless interface between query construction elements and data analysis
operations, it was possible to hide all implementation details concerning the statis-
tical operations and functions. These operations can be triggered directly from the
Information States Blackboard, whereby the properties of the constructed graph, as
they refer to data residing on an Oracle database platform, are considered as input
to the statistical functions.
At a first stage of development, we mainly encapsulate functions referring to descrip-
tive statistics, where one, two or three parameters can be taken into account. Cor-
respondingly, we address uni-variate, bi-variate, multi-variate and time-series plot-
ting functions such as pie, bar, dot charts and histograms, as well as 2/3-d
plotting functions. Summaries such as mean and median values, or quantiles
are also considered.
4 Conclusion
We provide a querying paradigm for scientific data by adding a semantic layer to the
underlying data-holding components which enables the system to guide users to data
of interest, instead of requiring them to formulate database specific queries explicitly.
Guidance takes place in terms of semantic structures which support the correct inter-
pretation of encodings and/or data contents. Additionally, semantic constraints are
taken into consideration such that context-based construction of information states
is enabled. Data analysis operations can be triggered in conjunction with the con-
structed graph (intended query) from the information states blackboard.
A meta-data database for the management of the query construction elements has
been implemented on the basis of the object-oriented database system OMS which
is an appropriate realisation platform for a multi-layered graph formalism. However,
as a first stage, the system is limited to the generation of AND-connected SQL state-
ments. For the future, we will address the issues of generating SQL-queries covering
all aspects of the relational calculus. Moreover, we intend to also cover the aspects
of query generation for multiple (heterogeneous) data sources and/or languages.
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